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Det som verkar farligt 
Things That Seem Scary 
Annica Hedin & Hanna Klinthage
Sometimes it’s actually good to be scared. Like if you’re swimming 
and a crocodile comes along. But what if you meet a hairy spider or 
you have to go up to the dark attic all by yourself? Are those legitimate 
reasons to be frightened?

Lots of things can seem scary – clowns, creepy crawlies and 
sleepovers (even if it’s at your best friend’s house).

Annica Hedin and Hanna Klinthage cleverly 
add wit to their words and illustrations to 
reveal a number of common (and less 
common) fears. This book is 
a standalone sequel to the 
critically acclaimed book 
They’re Called Adults.

245x265, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Dom som kallas 
vuxna 
They’re Called 
Adults 
Annica Hedin 
& Hanna 
Klinthage
245×265, 32 pp,  
3–6 yrs

Jag vill ha en lyftkran 
I Want a Crane 
Ebba Forslind
All children want a crane to lift things, right? Well, the child in this 
particular story has just got a crane – a big yellow one with four wheels 
– and he can lift up just about anything he wants. A melted ice cream, 
Granny and two poodles all get pulled up to the balcony. And then up 
go a bouncy ball, a bike and a shiny car, before it’s time for bed and 
Dad, his cuddly toy and the stars all get lifted up too!

195x254, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs
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Longing for a sibling!
Syskonvecka  
Sister Week  
Matilda Ruta
Raisin is desperately missing her big sister Bunny, but she spends 
every other week with her mum. Raisin needs to understand that – 
they’ll be together again when it’s “Dad Week”. But Raisin doesn’t 
care about that – she wants her “Sister Week” NOW. Bunny is big and 
kind and gentle and dangerous all in one. They’re supposed to be 
doing all the fun things you do at a party together – everyone else can 
go home as far as she’s concerned. 

The story shows just how hard it can be to miss a sibling. This 
is the first book in Matilda Ruta’s new series Strandskogen (Beach 
Forest) that tackles a number of family issues and takes children’s 
emotions very seriously. 

195x254, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Part one  
in a new  

series about  
family dramas!

Picture books
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Sleepovers are  
so exciting
Kalle och Elsa sover över 
Kalle and Elsa Have a Sleepover  
Jenny Westin Verona & Jesús Verona
Kalle will be staying the night at Elsa’s house tonight. They put on their 
pyjamas so that their sleepover can begin straight away. They plan to 
stay awake all night, eating crisps and looking at the stars. And maybe 
they’ll build something really big, like a space rocket? All you need is 
some stardust and metal, and before long, Elsa and Kalle are off to the 
moon! But there are scary things in space too, like black holes. “That 
might be dangerous,” Kalle warns. But Elsa doesn’t listen and heads 
straight into the black hole. What should Kalle do now? He needs to 
go after her of course!

Jenny Westin Verona and Jesús Verona take us on a fast-paced 
and colourful journey through space in this third book about Elsa and 
Kalle. These best friends use their imagination to transform a simple 
sleepover into an exciting space adventure!

220x300, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Colourful  
and fun-packed  
space adventure

“Captivating read-aloud book.”
Swedish Library Services about Kalle and Elsa Dig a Trap

Kalle och Elsa 
rymmer 
Kalle and Elsa 
Run Away
224x306, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Kalle och Elsa 
gräver en fälla 
Kalle and Elsa 
Dig a Trap
224x306, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Picture books Picture books
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Feelings captured  
spot on
Ledsen 
Sad 
Lotta Olsson & Emma AdBåge
Ah, feelings! We all know – young and old – how a relatively small 
incident can end up becoming quite a big drama. 

Lotta Olsson and Emma AdBåge are a true dream team. Their new 
collaboration sees them creating two picture books about feelings. Sad 
will be released in 2020 and Happy is due to be published in 2021. 

Sad is set in a nursery school. One child discovers that another 
child has taken her beloved cuddly toy. And then the drama unfolds. 
The rhythm of the text, words and illustrations cleverly depict body 
language, expressions and movements in a clear and subtle way. And 
when everything ends well, everyone can breathe a sigh of relief. 

With masterly precision, and no superfluous words or pen strokes, 
Lotta Olsson and Emma AdBåge convey the young girl’s growing 
despair, and the interaction between the children and the grown-ups. 

Sad is a picture book to be enjoyed over and over again, no doubt 
sparking some interesting conversations. This already feels like a classic! 

230x215, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

A book  
about feelings  
for all ages!

Glad 
Happy 
Lotta Olsson & Emma AdBåge
230x215, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pdf of the  
upcoming book  

Happy is available

“It’s art in a small format.” 
Swedish Library Services about Sad

Winner of  
the August  
Prize 2018*

Gropen 
The Hole Behind the Gym 
Emma AdBåge
215×280, 40 pp, 3–6 yrs

*for Best Swedish Children’s Book of the Year

Picture books
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Love at first sight  
– When Mamma Moo 
Met Crow
När Mamma Mu mötte Kråkan 
When Mamma Moo Met Crow 
Jujja Wieslander & Sven Nordqvist
This is the story about the day when Mamma Moo and Crow met for 
the very first time. It was one of the first sunny summer days, and the 
farmer had just let the cows out of the shed. They had been inside 
during all winter, and now they galloped out to the pasture. Mamma 
Moo made a big jump, and suddenly she stumbled over something 
grey and black that was lying in the grass, half-hidden behind a bush. 
A little bird?

But this wasn’t just any old bird, it was Crow himself! Was it love 
at first sight? Not really ... Crow was lying all still, feeling depressed. 
Mamma Moo didn’t get it at all: the sun was shining, summer had 
come at last, and also, she found out, the next day was Crow’s 
birthday. How can you feel dipraised then? Mamma Moo wanted to 
celebrate Crow’s birthday, but she wasn’t invited to the crow party. 
Instead, she arranged her own party for him, with both cake and a 
surprise for her new-found friend, and finally he came around to being 
celebrated by a cow.

This balmy summer’s day marks the beginning of the friendship 
between Sweden’s most beloved cow and no other than Crow. The 
rest is, as we know, history.

When Mamma Moo Met Crow is a book about making a new 
friend, and about a very special friendship. A story celebrating the 
joy of new friendships, but also describing the challenge of getting to 
know a Crow who’s slightly unapproachable.

220x290, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

“A celebration of children’s 
imaginative play and their  
way of enjoying the small 
things in life.” 
Swedish Library Services about Mamma Moo 
Pretends

Picture books
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Mamma Mu gungar 
Mama Moo on a 
Swing 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist
220x290, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Mamma Mu och 
Kråkans jul 
Mama Moo and 
Crow’s Christmas 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist
220x290, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Mamma Mu läser 
Mama Moo Reads 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist
220x290, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Mamma Mu städar 
Mama Moo Cleans 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist
220x290, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Kråkan säger AKTA! 
Watch Out, Mamma Moo! 
Jujja Wieslander & Sven Nordqvist
Mamma Moo wants to climb trees, eat snow and balance on planks of 
wood. But Crow doesn’t like the sound of that. He tells her to WATCH 
OUT! She could fall, hit herself or get an upset tummy! Mamma Moo 
and Crow tend to disagree about most things, but they certainly have 
a lot of fun together. 

This is a board book for the very youngest fans of Mamma Moo. 
Board book, 170x170, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs

Mamma Mu klättrar  
i träd 
Mamma Moo Climbs 
a Tree 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist 
159x216, 136 pp, 3–6 yrs

Mamma Mu och Kråkan  
Mamma Moo and 
Crow  
Jujja Wieslander &  
Tomas Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist 
159x216, 136 pp, 3–6 yrs

Mamma Mu 
Labyrintpyssel 
Mamma Moo’s Maze 
Puzzle 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist
210x297, 24 pp, 3–6 yrs

Mu, var är du Kråkan? 
Moo, Where are You 
Crow? 
Jujja Wieslander &  
Sven Nordqvist
Board book, 210x240, 14 pp,  
3–6 yrs
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Pappor ska va tjocka 
Dads Should Be Chubby 
Nils Andersson & Erik Svetoft
Cuddly, snuggly Dad is great just the way he is. But Mum thinks  
Dad is getting chubby and tells him he needs to start exercising and 
lose weight. This is a wonderful book about the joy of food, humour 
and love.

Alla utom Allis 
Everyone but Eve  
Eva Staaf & Clara Dackenberg
Kitty has left everyone a lovely invitation to her party. They’re all excited 
– everyone is going to go. The fun is due to commence at 2 o’clock 
on Saturday. But where is Allis’s invitation? Has it fallen on the floor or 
slipped down into her boot? It hasn’t of course, because she never 
got one. 

Allis finds herself being drawn to the party venue on Saturday like a 
magnet. The whole place is brimming with glitter and glamour. 
They’re probably all eating cake now and her tummy aches just at the 
thought of not being invited to eat it with them.

In the park, Petrik asks her why she isn’t at the party. But Allis 
can’t answer that question. Petrik knows what it feels like anyway. 
Once he was the only one not picked for a football match. He doesn’t 
know why. And her neighbour Bogdan who is out for a run says that 
everyone at his workplace sits down to drink coffee together without 
inviting him to join them. He has no idea why either. An elderly person 
on the bench tells Allis that all those who are left out end up doing 
great things. 

When the party goers all come rushing outside they call over to 
Allis: “Did you build a den? We’ll be right over!”

And then it’s Kitty left standing all by herself, looking down at her 
shoes. “Can I join you?” she asks quietly. Allis doesn’t hesitate. “Of 
course you can!”

Books like this one enrich our lives. Allis helps us grow. At the end 
of the story, we are all Allis and her experiences are our own. 

215x280, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

215x280, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Picture books
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Your very own seal  
– imagine! 
Far ända in i baljan 
A Seal of One’s Own 
Astrid Lindgren & Maria Nilsson Thore
There is a wonderful new picture book about life on Seacrow Island! 
The Melkerson family are out on the island enjoying the spring. One 
day, Uncle Vesterman comes home with a seal pup and Tjorven is 
asked to look after him. She has a seal of her very own! She calls 
him Moses and he follows her everywhere, just like a dog. He is even 
allowed to sleep in her bed. She’s so busy that she hardly has time 
for her dog Båtsman. And Stina is a lucky girl too – she has a lamb to 
bottle feed. So, both Tjorven and Stina end up sitting together feeding 
their little ones. And meanwhile Båtsman waits patiently for Tjorven. 

Astrid Lindgren’s rich and charming tale has been brought to life 
with Maria Nilsson Thore’s colourful illustrations that beautifully depict 
the idyllic island life in the Stockholm Archipelago.

280x250, 48 pp, 3–6 yrs

“Maria Nilsson Thore ought 
to be the artist of choice when 
it comes to passing Astrid 
Lindgren’s texts on to future 
generations.” 
Swedish Library Services about Seacrow Island:  
A Pet for Pelle

Ett litet djur åt Pelle 
A Pet for Pelle
280x250, 48 pp, 3–6 yrs

Saltkråkan – Pyssla och måla 
Seacrow Island Activity Book 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Maria Nilsson Thore
Get creative with all of Astrid Lindgren’s 
characters on Seacrow Island in the 
idyllic Stockholm Archipelago. The book 
is ideal for children aged 3+. 

Maria Nilsson Thore has produced 
new illustrations for Astrid Lindgren’s 
beloved tale, as well as the pictures in 
this activity book.

280x250, 48 pp, 3–6 yrs

Idyllic life  
in the  

Stockholm  
Archipelago
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Pippi kan allt 
Pippi Can Do It All 
Astrid Lindgren & 
Ingrid Vang Nyman
A brand-new board book 
where you can join Pippi 
Longstocking, who is up 
to all kinds of adventures. 
Pippi can swing, climb high 
and even lift a horse. She 
can simply do it all!
140x140,14 pp, 0–3 yrs

We are celebrating Pippi Longstocking,  
75 years, with new Pippi titles

Pippi Långstrump 
Pyssla, måla och läs!  
Pippi Longstocking 
Play, Draw and 
Read! 
Astrid Lindgren & 
Ingrid Vang Nyman
In this book you can find 
everything from fun reads 
to tricky games, drawing 
pages and lots of other 
exciting activities that will 
last a long time. There 
will be no room left for 
restlessness. 

A playful activity book in 
a great format that keeps 
you entertained for long.
150x200, 80 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi firar födelsedag 
Pippi Longstocking’s 
Birthday Party 
Astrid Lindgren & 
Ingrid Vang Nyman
Pippi decides to have a 
birthday party. The original 
text by Astrid Lindgren from 
the chapter book, now 
for the first time published 
as a picture book, with 
illustrations by Ingrid Vang 
Nyman.
215x280, 24 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi på rymmen 
Pippi On the Run 
Astrid Lindgren & 
Fabian Göranson
Pippi On the Run is an 
exciting and unforgettable 
adventure featuring Pippi 
Longstocking and her 
friends. 

Previously published 
with photos from the 1970 
Pippi Longstocking movie, 
the story about Pippi on the 
run is illustrated for the first 
time, by Fabian Göranson.
215x280, 100 pp, 6–9 yrs

Astrid Lindgren
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With Astrid Lindgrens breakthrough book,  
Pippi Long stocking (1945), Lindgren at  
once reinvigorated children’s literature and 
created one of its most interesting characters.  
The first books in the Pippi series were 
originally illustrated by the Danish artist  
Ingrid Vang Nyman (1916–1959) and are  
still reproduced today.

Every one’s  
favourite rebel  
and role model

Pippi Långstrump på 
Kurrekurreduttön 
Pippi on Canny  
Canny Island
215x280, 42 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi hittar en spunk 
Pippi Finds a Squeazle
215x280, 24 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi har 
julgransplundring 
Pippi’s After 
Christmas Party
195×240, 40 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi går i affärer 
Pippi Goes Shopping
215x280, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi flyttar in  
och andra serier  
Pippi Moves In. 
Collected comics
195x240, 64 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi ordnar allt  
och andra serier  
Pippi Can Fix 
Everything.  
Collected comics
195x240, 64 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi vill inte bli stor  
och andra serier 
Pippi Does Not 
Want to Grow Up. 
Collected comics
195x240, 64pp, 3–6 yrs

Känner du Pippi 
Långstrump? 
Do You Know Pippi 
Longstocking?
215x280, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi i Humlegården 
Pippi in the Park
215x280, 24 pp, 3–6 yrs
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Here we have collected some of our best-selling Christmas stories. Books that 
really capture the spirit of Christmas and are just perfect for Christmas gifts. 

The best time of the year!

Jul i stora skogen 
Christmas in the Big Woods 
Ulf Stark & Eva Eriksson
In the Big Woods everybody is waiting for Santa! The bunnies 
practice greeting phrases and plan what foods to have on the 
Christmas table.
245×265, 104 pp, 3–6 yrs

Räven och tomten, pop-up 
The Tomten and the Fox, pop-up 
Astrid Lindgren & Eva Eriksson
The Tomten and the Fox is now also available as a 
pop-up book. Go ahead and lift the flaps – there are 
lots of exciting surprises for you! 
210×255, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Illustration: E
va E

riksson
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Tomten är vaken 
The Tomten 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Kitty Crowther
190×225, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

God jul lilla lök 
Merry Christmas, 
Little Onion 
Frida Nilsson & 
Maria Nilsson Thore
245×265, 108 pp, 3–6 yrs

Tjoho, nu är det jul! 
Heigh-Ho, Now it’s 
Christmas! 
Ulf Nilsson &  
Emma AdBåge
245x265, 104 pp, 3–6 yrs

Tro på tomten 
Believe in Santa Claus 
Lotta Olsson &  
Benjamin Chaud
245×265, 101 pp, 3–6 yrs

Pippi firar jul 
Christmas with Pippi 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Ingrid Vang Nyman
160x160, 20 pp, 0–3 yrs

Pippi har 
julgransplundring 
Pippi’s After 
Christmas Party 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Ingrid Vang Nyman
195×240, 40 pp, 3–6 yrs

Astrid Lindgrens jul 
Astrid Lindgren’s 
Christmas  
Astrid Lindgren & Lars 
Klinting, Ilon Wikland, 
Ingrid Vang Nyman, 
Björn Berg
212x278, 95 pp, 3–6 yrs

Emils vinterhyss 
Emil’s Winter Fun! 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Björn Berg
160×228, 128 pp, 6–9 yrs

Jul i stallet 
Christmas in the 
Stables 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Lars Klinting
190×260, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Visst kan Lotta nästan 
allting 
Lotta’s Christmas 
Surprise 
Astrid Lindgren & 
Ilon Wikland
210×280, 36 pp, 3–6 yrs

Titta, Madicken det 
snöar! 
The Runaway Sleigh 
Ride 
Astrid Lindgren & 
Ilon Wikland
215×280, 32 pp, 3–6 yrs

Jul i Bullerbyn  
Christmas in Noisy 
Village 
Astrid Lindgren &  
Ilon Wikland
265x205, 40 pp, 3–6 yrs
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Hur ser man djur? 
How to spot animals 
Björn Bergenholtz
Everyone knows that we share our planet with a number of different 
animals – elks, foxes, fish, ladybirds, seals, worms, crows, butterflies 
and many more. But where can you see them in real life?

Following on from the successful Känn Igen 25 series, Björn 
Bergenholtz’s new book will show children how to catch a glimpse of 
many wonderful creatures. 
210x275, 40 pp, 3–6 yrs

Lovely nature 
books for 
younger readers
Discover 10 is a series of nature books for young 
children, introducing a variety of plants and animals 
by presenting fun facts in a simple and fascinating 
way. These books will inspire young children to get 
out and explore their natural surroundings. 

Titta 10 blommor
Discover 10 Flowers 
Björn Bergenholtz
Board Book,160x160, 22 pp,  
0–3 yrs

Titta 10 djur 
Discover 10 Animals 
Björn Bergenholtz
Board Book, 160x160, 22 pp, 
0–3 yrs

Djur – Min kom ihåg-bok 
My Animal Log Book 
Björn Bergenholtz
Björn Bergenholtz has written a wonderful 
book that will help young explorers keep 
track of their various adventures. 
Featuring plenty of useful facts, 
checklists and pages for notes, this 
book is an ideal companion for nature 
lovers. Write down all the animals 
you’ve spotted or heard, and you’ll 
be well on your way to becoming a 
seasoned bird and animal watcher! 
210x275, 40 pp, 6–9 yrs

Non fiction
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A unique and modern 
book about birds
Svenska fåglar – Jämför och lär känna 40 arter 
Birds – Get To Know 40 Species 
Martin Emtenäs & Jonas Källberg
Would you like to know more about blackbirds, robins and crows? 
What do they look like, how big are they and what do they eat? In 
this wonderful book, you get to know 40 of the most common bird 
species with fun facts, illustrations, symbols and graphics. Martin 
Emtenäs has worked with illustrator and designer Jonas Källberg to 
create this exciting book that presents the various bird species in a 
modern and unique way. Ideal for both beginners and more advanced 
bird watchers!

170x230, 64 pp, 6–9 yrs

For newbies  
and nerds alike 

“Facts, fascination and 
curiosity meet and mix in both 
headlines and texts.” 
Swedish Library Services about The Book of Wild 
Animals
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Only the really strong 
dare to show their 
weakness
Handbok för superhjältar  
– Del 5: Försvunna 
Handbook for Superheroes:  
Missing 
Elias & Agnes Våhlund
Just over a month has passed since the worst villain of Rosenhill, 
Wolfgang, was locked away. Still, this doesn’t mean that Lisa and 
Max, the town’s own superheroes, can take a holiday. There are still a 
few bad guys who think that they can outsmart the superheroes.

Then one day something happens that is hard to solve even for 
Lisa and Max. Children start disappearing at night. One after another, 
they disappear without leaving a trace. People are getting more 
and more angry and scared, and they wonder why the superheroes 
aren’t able to find the children. Meanwhile, Lisa is trying to teach 
superpowers to Nick and Robert, but this doesn’t work either. Now 
everybody is turning against Lisa, and suddenly she doesn’t know 
who to trust anymore.

The first part of Handbook for superheroes was published in 2017, 
and since then the series has taken Sweden by storm. The adventures 
of Lisa tell the story of a little girl who takes matters in her own hands. 
The Handbook for superheroes books are full of action and suspense. 
These colourful adventures are easy to devour and have a heroine you 
can’t but love! 

The series has sold over half a million of copies in Sweden alone. 
Rights sold to Spain, Germany, Iceland, Denmark, Norway, Korea, 
Israel, Finland, Hungary, Malta, Netherlands, Croatia, Russia, Faroe 
Islands, Arabic and Poland.

Released in May. 151x217, 96 pp, 6–9 yrs

The most  
eagerly  

awaited book  
of the year

“The book is just brilliant. 
It suits all kids, and also the 
more reluctant readers get 
interested. Not only are the 
pictures incredibly well made, 
but also the story is amazing 
and inspires children to believe 
in their own power.” 
Reader’s review, Adlibris about  
Handbook for Superheroes:  
The Manual
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Handbok för superhjältar 
– Del 1: Handboken 
Handbook for 
Superheroes: 
The Manual
151x217, 87 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
– Del 2: Röda masken 
Handbook for 
Superheroes: 
The Red Mask
151x217, 94 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
– Del 3: Ensam 
Handbook for 
Superheroes: 
Alone
151x217, 93 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
– Del 4: Vargen kommer 
Handbook for 
Superheroes: 
The Wolf
151x217, 96 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjätar 
– Målarbok 
Handbook for 
Superheroes: 
Colouring Book
210×297, 24 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjätar 
Hjälteuppdraget 
Handbook for 
Superheroes:  
The Hero’s Mission
210×297, 32 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
Sommarlovsbok 
Handbook for 
Superheroes:  
An Activity Adventure 
150x200, 77 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
Superutmaningen 
Handbook for 
Superheroes:  
Super Challenge 
210x297, 24 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
Kompisboken 
Handbook for 
Superheroes:  
My Friends 
150x210, 80 pp, 6–9 yrs

Handbok för superhjältar 
Superhemligt 
Handbook for 
Superheroes:  
Super Secret
167x216, 128 pp, 6–9 yrs

“A modern Pippi Longstocking ... 
An easy-to-read book that really grips 
its readers!”
Tidningen Kulturen about Handbook for Superheroes: The Manual
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Fjodor tar sig vatten över huvudet 
Fjodor in Deep Water 
Pelle Forshed
How hard can it be to wash a bike? Can you take part in 
the dance competition at school without actually dancing? 
Any tips or tricks for tidying your room? Sledding is not 
that hard, but how do you stop?

You’ll find the answers to all these questions and more 
in this new book about Fjodor. 
145x210, 96 pp, 6–9 yrs

Fjodor hux flux 
Adventures with Fjodor 
Pelle Forshed
How do you find something yummy to eat at a party for 
grown-ups? Can shopping be fun? Is it tricky to ride inline 
skates? How do you get out of reading aloud in front of 
your class? Find all the answers in this book about Fjodor. 

The book was first published in 2017 and a new story 
has been added to this new edition.
145x210, 96 pp, 6–9 yrs

Flocken 
The Clan 
Matilda Ruta & Rasmus Malm
It all begins when Lova’s bonus dad buys a series of antique prints 
of hyenas at an auction. The gory pictures – one of them showing 
a “Nordic hyena” – immediately fascinate Lova and lead the way to 
a mystery that will change her life forever. She discovers a hidden 
world that exists parallel to the ordinary one and starts realizing that 
she is different from others. Meanwhile, strange things are happening 
at the local graveyard at night. Together with her new friend Joseph, 
Lova starts following the leads. What is going on at the graveyard? 
Why does Lova’s mom try to stop her from seeing aunt Lilith? Is Lilith 
crazy, as mom says, or does she carry a secret that can make Lova 
understand why she feels so different? Lova finds out that the hyenas, 
the graveyard mystery and Lilith all have more to do with herself than 
she ever could have believed. And maybe this also means that her 
new friend is in danger. 

In this graphic novel a supernatural theme is mixed with humour 
and ordinary teenage life in an effortless, slightly absurd way. You 
could describe the book as a Nordic Twilight theme meeting the 
freshness of the comic format. The compelling pictures leave just the 
right amount of interpretation to the reader and tell important parts of 
the story without words.

145x210, 112 pp, 6–9 yrs
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Tyrannosaurus rex  
– king of dinosaurs
T-REX och andra tyrannosaurier  
T-REX and Other Tyrannosaurs 
Johan Egerkrans
Everyone’s heard of Tyrannosaurus rex – the most famous 
dinosaur that ever lived! Yet what many people don’t know  
is that this “king tyrant lizard” was just one of many terrifying  
(or seemingly unterrifying) predatory dinosaurs. Johan Egerkrans 
tells the story of tyrannosaurs, by exploring their family tree and 
describing how they evolved over millions of years. The book 
covers more than 20 dinosaurs, all cleverly brought to life with 
Egerkrans’s unique illustrative style. This is an absolute must-
read for dinosaur fans of all ages!

285x215, 48 pp, 6–9 yrs

“Egerkrans is engaged in that 
most important of projects: telling 
us about his passion, with a great 
deal of respect for the reader.” 
Dagens Nyheter

Alla tiders 
dinosaurier 
Dinosaurs 
Forever!
286×235, 64 pp, 6–9 yrs

De odöda 
The Undead
215×275, 158 pp, 9–12 yrs

Flygödlor och 
havsmonster 
Flying Lizards 
and Sea 
Monsters
286×235, 64 pp, 6–9 yrs

Nordiska väsen 
Fairy Creatures 
of the North
215×275, 128 pp, 9–12 yrs

Nordiska gudar 
Norse Gods
215×275, 158 pp, 9–12 yrs
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Räddaren i nöden – Svante 6 
Saviour In Need – Svante 6 
Pia Hagmar & Johanna Kristiansson
According to Svante, horses have just one hobby – and that is eating. 
So, when he gets hungry he sneaks out into the garden to eat some 
apples. When Greta finds him, she gets very cross. She even says 
they ought to sell him!

Svante is deeply hurt by this. How could Greta say that he is 
useless? He’s the smartest horse in the stable!

Svante knows Greta has made a mistake. And when Greta has an 
accident, she realises just how much she needs Svante – her saviour 
in need. 

142x205, 64 pp, 9–12 yrs

Bara min  
– Två världar 2 
Just mine  
Two Worlds 2 
Pia Hagmar 
Nothing is the way it used to be. Juli’s parents are in the middle of 
a divorce. They are both acting strange but in different ways; Juli’s 
dad is somehow kinder than usual, while her mom seems happier 
than appropriate. Their rows are painful for Juli, but soon she realizes 
that the divorce has advantages. Both Mom and Dad are trying to 
win Juli over to their side, so Mom invites her on a trip to Ireland and 
Dad promises to buy her a pony. The trip to Ireland starts out as an 
adventure but ends in shock when Mom’s secret plan is revealed. 
Back in Sweden, Juli starts looking for the perfect pony that she has 
dreamed of for years. A pony that is just hers. But buying a pony turns 
out to be more complicated than Juli thought.  

135x205, 200 pp, 9–12 yrs

En egen häst  
– Två världar 1 
A horse of one’s 
own  
– Two Worlds 1
135x205, 144 pp, 9–12 yrs

Part one  
in the Two  

Worlds series

9–12 yrs
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New keenly 
awaited 
series by 
Petter 
Lidbeck

Festen  
– Signe Holm del 1 
The Party  
– Signe Holm Part 1  
Petter Lidbeck
Elsa’s parents are having a party. 
They’ve invited all the neighbours and 
everyone is dancing out on the terrace. 
But the next day, the family hears of a 
terrible tragedy. Sebastian, one of the 
guests at the party, was hit by a car on 
his way home. An accident they say, 
but Elsa’s cousin Signe is not convin-
ced. She finds evidence that suggests 
something rather different. 

In this first part of a series about 
Signe Holm that is rather like a Sherlock 
Holmes story for kids, we learn of family 
secrets and drama. 
154x207, 95 pp, 9–12 yrs

Casino  
– Signe Holm del 2 
Casino  
– Signe Holm Part 2 
Petter Lidbeck
Elsa has travelled to London to see her 
cousin Signe who lives there with her 
dad and his new family. One evening, 
they all go out to dinner, but when 
Signe’s dad tries to pay the bill, his card 
doesn’t work. Someone has spent all 
the money on online casinos. None 
of the adults can understand how this 
could have happened, but Signe has 
her suspicions. 

This second part in the series about 
Signe Holm, a kind of Sherlock Holmes 
for kids, is brimming with drama. 
154x207, 95 pp, 9–12 yrs

150x200, 160 pp, 9–12 yrs

Bara David 
Just David 
Lina Stoltz
Eleven-year-old Ida and her parents 
are going to welcome a foster child 
into their home. Ida is an only child and 
she has been longing for the arrival of 
a younger sibling, ideally a girl. But it 
is fifteen-year-old David who actually 
moves in. What could they possibly 
have in common? He barely speaks to 
her. But her parents’ charm offensive 
is in full swing. They don’t say a thing 
when he sneaks out to smoke or gets 
home late. Ida is getting increasingly 
frustrated and feels left out. 

Her friends on the other hand 
think David is fun and good-looking. 

Everyone at school keeps asking her 
what it’s like to have a brother like him. 
Well, for starters, David doesn’t feel at 
all like a brother. And then she learns of 
a way to get rid of him. But will she go 
ahead?

When a family decides to foster a 
child, life for the other children changes 
dramatically, something that is rarely 
discussed. Lina Stoltz writes about a 
variety of topical issues and this book is 
no exception.

Petter Lidbeck’s new crime series 
is both exciting and scary, with a 
good dose of humour and some 
fascinating characters. 

“This is Petter Lidbeck  
at his best!”
Swedish Library Services about Becca

9–12 yrs
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Creepypasta – Spökhistorier från internet 
Creepypasta – Ghost Stories from the Internet 
Jack Werner
The book was first released in 2014. A podcast followed the year after. 
Now Creepypodden (The Creepy Pod) is one of Sweden’s biggest 
podcasts, and for the past few years it has been almost impossible to 
get hold of a copy of the book! Until now. At long last, there is a new 
edition of Creepypasta, a unique anthology of online ghost stories. 

A few years after the Millennium, various ghost stories started 
appearing on forums and blogs. There were screenshots of scary 
stories written down by anonymous and mysterious users, and a 
number of spooky events experienced by the internet generation. 
Creepypasta includes some of the best and most scary ghost stories 
from the internet compiled and researched by journalist Jack Werner. 
The book has a dedicated following.

135x210, 400 pp, Young adults

A cult book  
in the making

Ghost  
Stories from  
the Internet

Young adults
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An expressive story  
on finding your path
Jag klyver er itu 
I Am Splitting You Up  
Tamara Mivelli
Mary is staying with her boyfriend Filip and his parents. His dad cooks 
typical everyday dinners, his mom has stopped going to work, and 
Filip himself likes outdoor life, wants to do the military service and really 
loves Mary.

Mary’s dad has a new family. And Mary’s mom and little brother 
Ebi, who Mary was pushing in a learn-to-walk car not long ago, have 
moved to a new flat with their old sofa crammed in. If you put your 
hands like blinkers on the sides of your eyes and just focus on a small 
part, everything could seem alright.

I Am Splitting You Up is a story about finding your place, when 
there is always something in the way. A story about being still on 
the same spot while everybody else is moving, and about families 
dissolving.

135x187, 122 pp, Young adults

“A sensitive prose and a personal expression 
make this an exciting debut!”
Swedish Library Services about I Am Splitting You Up
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Cover illustration:  
Matilda Ruta from the book Sister Week 

Rabén & Sjögren Agency is the rights division of 
Rabén & Sjögren, Norstedts Publishing Group
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